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Meditation Training, Class 1:  BODY/Posture     
The first of the Four Foundations of Mindfulness is awareness of the body. In Soto Zen, we place more 

attention to BODY initially. When your body is comfortable and settled in its “seat” than it will be easier for your mind 
and heart to feel the same. 

The following are Posture Suggestions. Seated meditation is a yogic practice, based on hundreds of years 
of experience. And, as we each have different bodies, take these as parameters to try out for yourself; to see what 
works for you. Curiosity and easeful investigation are what are asked for with this. These instructions apply mostly 
towards crossed-legged floor and chair sitting; with specifics for chair when applicable. 
 
Base 
Points for awareness: 

• Sit forward on your cushion/zafu; on the front 1/3 or so. The zafu supports your sitting bones; not your thighs. 
• Hip higher than knees so that there is an angle. This will help with circulation. This is often over-looked with 

chair seating so bring attention to this.  

 
 

• It is best if both knees are of equal height (esp. on a chair); on a zafu, down, touching the mat/zabuton. In 
the beginning, most people do not have both knees on the same plane. If not, it’s most important that the 
knees are supported rather than “hanging in the air.” Use a support cushion or a rolled up towel for this. Do 
not support the thigh; just the knee(s). 

• In a chair: knees need to point directly out front (if to the side, it’s a sure sign your hips are lower than your 
knees) and feet are fully resting on the floor (use a cushion if your feet don’t touch the floor,). 

 
Seiza is a perfectly fine posture for those with tight thighs and is also useful as a secondary posture. This is the 
posture used in traditional tatami sitting and while chanting. 
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Torso 
Points for awareness: 

• Torso is aligned directly onto/over your hips.  
• Best achieved by lifting your whole ribcage up and then settling it down onto your hips/trunk. 

o If useful, by visualizing the “Farmer Brown” or the “Coat Loop and Hook” imageries. 
• Remember to relax your shoulders. 
• In a chair: Most people sit in a chair to have back support. As most chairs are not made for an upright 

meditation posture, this is best accomplished by putting a cushion or towel in the small of your back as 
opposed to leaning all the way onto the chair back. 

 
Head 
Points for awareness: 

• Bring your head over/onto your spine. Most of us carry our heads forward; especially evident if when you’re 
sitting, your neck and shoulders hurt. 

• Imagine bringing your chin “in” as opposed to “back” to ensure that the head does not go up. It is said that 
you will promote more discursive thoughts if your chin is up rather than in. Nothing wrong with discursive 
thinking but, generally, it’s neither calming nor of the open awareness of meditation. 

• Your ears are directly over your shoulders. 
• Keep your eyes open and gently gazing about 4-5 feet in front of you. This helps with staying awake, both 

literally and with the philosophy of meditating to learn to be more aware/awake in the midst of our lives. 
• In this practice, we breathe thru the nose. Lips and teeth are lightly closed with the tip of the tongue lightly 

touching the front of the roof of the mouth to help reduce saliva. 
 
Arms & Hands   The Cosmic Mudra 
Points for awareness: 

• Left hand is on top of the right, with the tips of the thumbs lightly touching above; making an oval shape. 
• The tip of the middle finger of the left hand is at the point where the fingers become the palm of the right 

hand. 

 
 

• The mudra is held just below the belly button. The tips of the pinky fingers can lightly touch the belly.  
• The elbows of both arms are brought forward to the same plane as the shoulders. A feeling of release of 

shoulder tension can be felt when this movement happens. 
• The arms and the mudra echo each other in their oval shape. 

  
** Finding the balance between making effort to sit upright and grounded while bodily experiencing the ease of 
“just sitting” is the attitude we want to cultivate. Open. Curious. Investigative. Easeful. 


